U.S.S. Vesuvius – December 7, 1999

Host Jim says:
The USS Quirinus and all available starships have escorted the refugees from Starbase 276 to the Matriox nebula for regrouping and repair.  The USS Delphyne has reported some survivors of Starbase 276 made it as far as Ghorman II and reported rescue operations going smoothly at present.

Host Jim says:
Unfortunately, the surviving Federation starships lacked the resources to upload all of the civilians and other personnel from Starbase 276 and another 6,000 civilians and Federation personnel are still awaiting rescue.  The USS Vesuvius, the only free Galaxy Class starship in the area, is to proceed to the Matriox Nebula and pick up the last of the survivors.
 
Host Jim says:
Be advised, long-range sensors are still fogged by the subspace distortions and last known contact with the Bellicose alien flagship was in the area.  The safety of the survivors are your main priority.

Host Jim says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin another Glorious Vesuvius Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

CMOTigs says:
:: in sickbay preparing for casualties::

CTO_Crazi says:
::continues scans, glances at shield grid, glad that they're at Red Alert::

Sabre_Wing_CO_Gilston says:
@ <6 Sabre Vessels> ::Maneuver along with the U.S.S. Vesuvius, scanning for any subspace distortions that may be Bellicose vessels::

Host CO_Alar says:
Bishop: What is your status? Are you ready for the refugees?

SO_Trelan says:
:: on his way to ME :: TL: Engineering

MEDXenobia says:
::in sickbay w/CMOTigs preparing for casualties::

USS_Star_XO_Dakota says:
%::checking his group, worried about the lack of speed::

CNS_Jalara says:
::Sits in her quarters going over some crew reports::

CSOLorenzo says:
::monitoring sensors...or rather...what is available from them::

Host CO_Alar says:
::reviewing readiness reports from all departments::

CMOTigs says:
MO:: A moment please::

XOBishop says:
::in cargo bay 2 supervising the construction of refugee aid stations::

USS_Bold_LtCmdr_Smith says:
%::tries to keep order on the ship and the other 5 under my command...it smells bad..everyone is complaining and I need a drink!!!::

USS_Chance_Cdr_Michaels says:
%::Walking around her ship checking on the people::

CTO_Crazi says:
CO: Ma’am, I'd like to dispatch Sec. teams to all parts of the ship-from what I've read from Arcadia I think it would be a wise precaution

USSTaurus_CmdrBates says:
%::Paces across the Bridge of the USS Taurus, nibbling on some stale rations::

SO_Trelan says:
:: exits into main engineering :: EO: Report!

CSOLorenzo says:
::trying to recalibrate sensors::

Host CO_Alar says:
Crazi: Do it, but don't let your men scare our incoming visitors.

CMOTigs says:
MO:: Xenobia follow me to my office for a moment please::

USSPolaris_CSOWindsong says:
%::sighs as she hands another padd over to her second, worried about her family::

CTO_Crazi says:
CO: yes ma’am

Sabre_Wing_CO_Gilston says:
@ COM: Sabre #2, 3, 4: Come up on the Vesuvius' right flank, continue scans for any Bellicose... or Q'Orphod vessels. Be careful, the Romulans have been reported to be seen around lately.

SO_Trelan says:
<EO> CEO: All systems reading normal, Warp power at full capacity.

USS_Star_XO_Dakota says:
%::sends message to his group to maintain tight formation::

CNS_Jalara says:
::Grabs a few pads and heads to a turbolift::  TL:  Bridge.

USS_Chance_Cdr_Michaels says:
%::Monitors the systems::

MEDXenobia says:
::follows Tigs to his office::

CMOTigs says:
:: goes through her office door and over to her locker::

USSTaurus_CmdrBates says:
%COM: USS Star: Commander, our situation is deteriorating here.  We need help... and soon.

Host CO_Alar says:
*Engineering*: Trelan, report.

CTO_Crazi says:
*Sec*: proceed to level one security alert

Sabre_Wing_CO_Gilston says:
@ COM: Sabre #5, 6: You'll be patrolling with my vessel on the Ves.'s left flank. You know what to do.

CTO_Crazi says:
::keeps a close eye on the sensors::

SO_Trelan says:
*CO*: All systems ready at your command, sir.

CNS_Jalara says:
::Exits turbolift::

USS_Chance_Cdr_Michaels says:
% Continues on her way through the ship back to what little bridge she has::

USSTaurus_CmdrBates says:
%::Brushes aside a civilian and takes the OPS station::

XOBishop says:
*CMO*:Shuttlebay 3 is at your disposal for triage if necessary

Host Jim says:
AS THE USS VESUVIUS ENTERS THE SYSTEM WITH HER ESCORTS THE SIGNATURES OF A SMALL FLEET OF MERCHANTMEN ORBIT THE SECOND PLANET

Host CO_Alar says:
*Trelan*: Keep a close eye. It's going to be vital.

USS_Bold_LtCmdr_Smith says:
%COM: USS Star: Dakota, when are we suppose to get help. At this rate will reach our destination in a month!!!

CNS_Jalara says:
::Takes a seat to the left of CO::

USS_Star_XO_Dakota says:
%COM:USSTaurus: Acknowledged Taurus, help should be on the way maintain tight formation and keep your eyes open.

CMOTigs says:
*XO*:: acknowledged Sir::

CTO_Crazi says:
::has a gut feeling Vesuvius' weapons arrays will get a work out before the mission is over::

OPS_Joat says:
::Checks power distribution::

SO_Trelan says:
*CO*: Aye sir.

Sabre_Wing_CO_Gilston says:
@ COM: Vesuvius: Captain Alar, I have 3 vessels on both your left and right flank, we're prepared for anything and everything, whether they be Q'Orphod, Bellicose, or Romulan. Do you copy?

Host CO_Alar says:
Helm: Slow to impulse once we're in transporter range.

USS_Star_XO_Dakota says:
%COM:Bold: Its on the way just hang on.

Host CO_Alar says:
<Ens. Mole> Aye, ma'am.

CMOTigs says:
MO:: there are in my locker 12 phaser rifles the code word to get in is TAJ

USSTaurus_CmdrBates says:
%COM: USS Star: Acknowledged, sir.  Bates out.

USS_Chance_Cdr_Michaels says:
%::Stops to take a look at a sick civilian::

CNS_Jalara says:
::Quietly observes all of the bridge crew and makes a few notes on her PADD::

MEDXenobia says:
CMO:yes sir. do you think we'll need them?

CTO_Crazi says:
CO: I'll transfer shield control to the transporter room when they're ready to starting beaming people over

USSPolaris_CSOWindsong says:
%COM: USSStar:  Commander, we are about as good as we will get for now.  Anything further?

SO_Trelan says:
EO: Keep an eye on the power to the warp core, we're gonna need it at a moments notice.

USS_Chance_Cdr_Michaels says:
%::Gives the civilian a hypo for pain and continues to the bridge::

USS_Bold_LtCmdr_Smith says:
%COM: Star: Dakota I'm picking up something on sensors do you confirm that?

XOBishop says:
*CO*:Preparations are nearly complete Sir

Host CO_Alar says:
COM: Gilson: I copy. We appear to be in range of the merchantmen...just keep your eyes open.

SO_Trelan says:
<EO>: Aye, sir.

USS_Chance_Cdr_Michaels says:
%::Reaches the bridge::

CMOTigs says:
MO:: I would like you armed in shuttle bay three, and we need to transport supplies up there for your triage::

CTO_Crazi says:
::turns to see a security detail enter the bridge and take its posts::

Sabre_Wing_CO_Gilston says:
@ <CSO> ::Swerves in chair:: Gilston: Sir, I'm detecting the Refugee Convoy, there are 25 vessels around the second planet.

USSTaurus_CmdrBates says:
%::Watches an officer collapse on the Bridge and sighs:: *Sickbay*: Emergency medical team to the Bridge.

Host CO_Alar says:
Crazi: Negative. Keep control up here on the bridge.

USS_Star_XO_Dakota says:
%COMPolaris: Negative Polaris, just hang tight.

MEDXenobia says:
CMO:yes sir, understand::

Sabre_Wing_CO_Gilston says:
@ ::Nods at his CSO, also hearing Alar:: COM: Vesuvius: Aye, ma'am. We won't let anything near you.

CTO_Crazi says:
CO: yes ma’am

USSPolaris_CSOWindsong says:
%::listening into the comms looks over at the civilian manning science::  Scott:  Please verify.

USS_Chance_Cdr_Michaels says:
%::Looks around the sparse bridge::

SO_Trelan says:
:: walks over to a console and punches up commands to run diagnostics ::

Host CO_Alar says:
COM: Gilson: I'm holding you to that. ::smiles::

USSTaurus_CmdrBates says:
%<Sickbay> *Bates*: We'll send a team ASAP... we're being swamped with calls from all over the ship, sir.

XOBishop says:
::checks his sidearm and heads to transporter room one::

CTO_Crazi says:
::performs scans::

CNS_Jalara says:
CTO:  Planning on having company??

Sabre_Wing_CO_Gilston says:
@ ::Nods a smile at Alar and closes the channel, hoping they all survive through this::

CSOLorenzo says:
CO:The ships are waiting arrival and are lacking everything but basic life support

USS_Star_XO_Dakota says:
%COM:All Freighters: Attention our escort has arrived, repeat our escort has arrived.

CTO_Crazi says:
CO: the ships are awaiting arrival.  They appear to be operating only basic life support systems

USSPolaris_CSOWindsong says:
%COM: Star:  acknowledged ::looks around the bridge and mumbles::  Hang tight to what though...  :;sighs::

USS_Chance_Cdr_Michaels says:
%COM:Uss Star: Acknowledged.

Host CO_Alar says:
Helm: Time to intercept.

CTO_Crazi says:
CNS: I always take precautions

USS_Bold_LtCmdr_Smith says:
%COM: Approaching ships: This is the USS Bold Lt.Cmdr Smith..identify yourselves.

USSTaurus_CmdrBates says:
%COM: USS Star: Understood, Commander.  We'll prepare for transport.

Host CO_Alar says:
<Ens. Mole> One minute to intercept.

CMOTigs says:
MO:: you better get up to shuttle bay 3

Host CO_Alar says:
Crazi: Open a channel to the convoy.

MEDXenobia says:
CMO:yes sir

Sabre_Wing_CO_Gilston says:
@ COM: Sabre Flank 2 (#2, 3 , 4): Patrol in a circular pattern around the convoy, continue monitoring for any distortions.

USS_Chance_Cdr_Michaels says:
%TO:  Prepare the ship for transport.

USS_Star_XO_Dakota says:
%COM: Vesuvius: This is Commander Dakota on the USS Star from SB 276 it is nice to see you.

MEDXenobia says:
::leave running for SB3::

CTO_Crazi says:
::opens channel to the convoy of ships::  CO: channel open

Host CO_Alar says:
COM: Gilson: Fan out- we're going to need cover.

SO_Trelan says:
:: punches up shields and hull integrity ::

Host CO_Alar says:
COM: Star: It's good to see you, as well.

XOBishop says:
::nods to two security guards as they enter the transporter room::

USS_Bold_LtCmdr_Smith says:
%::patches an open COMM to all cargo ships::

Sabre_Wing_CO_Gilston says:
@ COM: Vesuvius: Aye, ma'am. I'm sending out flank number 2 now.

CTO_Crazi says:
*SO*: I'm getting a .001 phaser variance in the aft shields, please correct it immediately!

USSPolaris_CSOWindsong says:
%::sighs with some relief at the reports::  OPS:  tell our passengers to be ready for transport.

MEDXenobia says:
*CMO*:are supplies ready for transport to SB3?

MEDXenobia says:
::arrives at SB3::

USSTaurus_CmdrBates says:
%*ALL*: Bates to all personnel.  Prepare to transport.

SO_Trelan says:
*CTO*: Aye, I'm on it!

CMOTigs says:
:: gets out her taj and straps it to her ankle, carefully braids her hair and tucks it in her color, thinks to herself Tul Paq, grabs a phaser and heads out into sick bay::

Host CO_Alar says:
COM: Star: Stand by for transport. We're going to try to pack as many in as we can, as fast as we can.

USS_Chance_Cdr_Michaels says:
%::Looks at her tattered crew::

USS_Star_XO_Dakota says:
%COM:Vesuvius: We have roughly 4600 survivors, supplies are critical, some of the freighters are in bad shape.

USS_Chance_Cdr_Michaels says:
%All: Not long now.  We'll be off this ship.

Sabre_Wing_CO_Gilston says:
@ <Flank # 2> ::Including Sabre Vessels 2, 3, and 4, maneuvers in a circular pattern around the convoy, the Vesuvius, and the first flank::

CMOTigs says:
MO:: aye you may transport when ready::

SO_Trelan says:
:: punches up the codes and corrects shield variance ::

CNS_Jalara says:
Herself:  4600 people...

Host CO_Alar says:
COM: All convoy ships: All personnel, stand by for transport.

USSPolaris_CSOWindsong says:
%::wonders if her commander gets the prize for the understatement of the year::

CTO_Crazi says:
::sets phaser rifle to max stun, though if the aliens try to board the ship the weapons are going to max kill::

USS_Star_XO_Dakota says:
%COM: Vesuvius: Acknowledged Vesuvius, we'll be ready.

MEDXenobia says:
*Transporter Room*:transport medical supplies from sickbay to shuttle bay 3:

OPS_Joat says:
::Ensures dedicated power to transporters::

Host CO_Alar says:
COM: Star: You've all taken a beating..we're here to get you out of there.

USS_Bold_LtCmdr_Smith says:
%COM: ALL: I got 2 ships that need evacuation soon...life support failing and loosing attitude.

Host CO_Alar says:
*Bishop*: Start transporting, Commander.

USS_Star_XO_Dakota says:
%*All personnel*: This is Dakota, prepare for transport.

CNS_Jalara says:
::Gets up and moves behind Crazi to observe his console::

CTO_Crazi says:
::scans the ships for any dangers to the Vesuvius, also checks for even the smallest sub-space distortions::

CMOTigs says:
*CO*:: our MO is in position to triage, I will man sickbay for now.::

XOBishop says:
*CO*:Acknowledged

USS_Chance_Cdr_Michaels says:
%COM: Vesuvius: We're in decent shape.  Evacuate those ships needing immediate attention first.

XOBishop says:
::nods to the transporter chief::

Sabre_Wing_CO_Gilston says:
@ ::Calmly taps his fingers on the side of his chair::

CSOLorenzo says:
::continues to monitor sensors to no avail::

USSPolaris_CSOWindsong says:
%Com: Vesuvius:  Acknowledged... and thank you.  Polaris out

Host CO_Alar says:
*Tigs* Thank you, Doctor. We're going to be up to our eyeballs shortly.

USSTaurus_CmdrBates says:
%COM: Vesuvius: Glad to see you, Vesuvius.  Thanks for the help.  ::Looks around the Bridge:: You couldn't have come at a better time.

CTO_Crazi says:
CO: ready to lower shields on your command

Host CO_Alar says:
Crazi: Do it.

CTO_Crazi says:
::lowers shields::

XOBishop says:
<TC>::begins transport::

CMOTigs says:
*CO*:: that is affirmative Sir::

Host CO_Alar says:
Crazi and Lorenzo: Keep a close eye out- we can't be caught off guard.

Host CO_Alar says:
COM: Gilson: We're beginning transport.

CSOLorenzo says:
CO:Aye Captain

USSPolaris_CSOWindsong says:
%COM: Vesuvius:  we are the quickest ship in this fleet.  Suggest you start with the slowest.

USS_Bold_LtCmdr_Smith says:
%COM: V: Captain, 2 of my ships need immediate evacuation...hurry!!

CTO_Crazi says:
CO: I'll I need to do is hit a button

Sabre_Wing_CO_Gilston says:
@ COM: Vesuvius: Understood, Captain. I'm sending out Flank #1 now as to add more protection.

OPS_Joat says:
::Checks environmental support for additional personnel::

CTO_Crazi says:
::looks oddly at scans::

CSOLorenzo says:
CO:I am receiving odd readings Captain

SO_Trelan says:
:: thinks, I just arrived a half hour ago and they're already falling back on my "other" training. ::

CTO_Crazi says:
CO: I'm getting odd readings on sensors, it's coming from directly away from where we came

Host CO_Alar says:
*Bishop* Beam the wounded to cargo bay three.

Host CO_Alar says:
Lorenzo: Elaborate.

CNS_Jalara says:
::Looks closely at Crazi's console::

Host CO_Alar says:
Crazi: Okay, that's not good.

Sabre_Wing_CO_Gilston says:
@ <CSO> ::Swerves in chair:: Gilston: Sir, I'm detecting peculiar readings... coming directly from our previous path.

Host CO_Alar says:
COM: Gilson: Are you picking up anything on sensors?

CSOLorenzo says:
CO: Wish I could Captain....but LRS are still acting up

Host CO_Alar says:
*Bishop* How many have you been able to transport?

CTO_Crazi says:
CSO: I don't like it

Sabre_Wing_CO_Gilston says:
@ ::Nods, nervously:: COM: Vesuvius: Yes, I am, Captain. It appears we might be having some trouble soon...

MEDXenobia says:
*CMO*:med supplies haven't been transported yet...I know their busy, and I'm still waiting for an acknowledgement that the transporter room received my request to bean the supplies from sick bay over to SB3

XOBishop says:
*CO*:I had already had the CMO setup triage in Shuttle bay 3, would you like me to have them move?

CMOTigs says:
*ALL* :: medical personnel and anyone aboard with medical training please report to sickbay immediately::

USS_Star_XO_Dakota says:
%COM: Vesuvius: Sorry Vesuvius survivor count is 4600, my mistake.

Sabre_Wing_CO_Gilston says:
@ COM: Vesuvius: I'm dispatching some vessels to investigate.

SO_Trelan says:
EO: How's the warp systems looking?

CTO_Crazi says:
CO: I don't like these readings, now's not the time to be sitting with our shields sown

CNS_Jalara says:
CO:  Captain, perhaps I should report to sickbay and see if they could use my help?

MEDXenobia says:
::working through transported persons for most critical::

Host CO_Alar says:
Crazi and Lorenzo: Cross check your readings with any known signals from Bellicose vessels.

USS_Bold_LtCmdr_Smith says:
%COM: V: I repeat ...I have 2 ships who need immediate evac...life support failure in 10 minutes.

Host CO_Alar says:
Jolara: That's an excellent idea.

Sabre_Wing_CO_Gilston says:
@ COM: Saber’s # 2 & 3: Come about and move toward the area of those readings, go to Yellow Alert, and prepare to go to battle if necessary.

CSOLorenzo says:
CO:Aye Captain

CTO_Crazi says:
CO: doing so now ::begins a rapid search::

CNS_Jalara says:
::Nods and walks to lift::  TL:  Sickbay.

Sabre_Wing_CO_Gilston says:
@ <Saber’s 2 & 3> COM: Vesuvius: Confirmed, sir. We're on our way...

SO_Trelan says:
<EO> We're getting a .001 variance, but it shouldn't be a problem, sir.

XOBishop says:
*CO*:we have approximately 300 survivors on board

CSOLorenzo says:
::compares reported Bellicose readings with ....new odd readings::

Host CO_Alar says:
COM: Bold: We're only able to transport 150 at a time. We're going as fast as we can.

CNS_Jalara says:
::Steps off lift and walks into sickbay:: CMO:  Counselor Jolara reporting.

Host Jim says:
AS SOME OF THE CIVILIANS ARE BEAMED ABOARD THEY START MILLING AROUND GREETING ONE ANOTHER AND NOT CLEARING THE BEAM IN AREAS

USSPolaris_CSOWindsong says:
#::Looks at the manifest of her five ships::

Host CO_Alar says:
*Bishop* Snap it up. Use other crew as needed to help.

CMOTigs says:
*Med*:: talk to me Xenobia what have you got up there?::

SO_Trelan says:
EO: Bull, it can cause a big problem down the road. :: walks over and looks at the systems himself ::

USS_Bold_LtCmdr_Smith says:
%COM: V: Thanks captain. I know but we are in a crisis here.

Sabre_Wing_CO_Gilston says:
@ <Saber’s 2 & 3> ::Come about, and move toward the readings, going to Yellow Alert::

CTO_Crazi says:
::frowns at the peoples crowding::  *Sec*: get those people out of the transporter rooms NOW!

XOBishop says:
*CO*:Understood

USSTaurus_CmdrBates says:
%::Impatiently waits for the personnel on his five ships to beam to the Vesuvius::

MEDXenobia says:
*CMO*:right now I've got people walking all over the place, could use some help in getting people out of here!

Host CO_Alar says:
COM: Bold: I am only doing what God has given me to do, Captain.

USS_Star_XO_Dakota says:
%::checks to make sure all is ready::

XOBishop says:
Computer begin directional pulses along the wall from the beam in areas to the refugee areas

SO_Trelan says:
:: runs his fingers over the console, rechecks systems ::

MEDXenobia says:
*CMO*:right now, most persons are just in shock

USSPolaris_CSOWindsong says:
%::keeps a close eye on her sensors, suspicious::

CMOTigs says:
*CTO* :: Our MO needs some help clearing shuttle bay three so she can get to the wounded::

Host CO_Alar says:
*Bishop* Update, Commander.

CNS_Jalara says:
CMO:  From the way it sounds, maybe I could help your Medical officer....

CSOLorenzo says:
CO:Captain....I am getting strong readings of a sub space rift forming...

SO_Trelan says:
EO: There. All set. Another variance even as minor as that, contact me.

Sabre_Wing_CO_Gilston says:
@ <Sabers 2 & 3> ::Come to a complete stop toward the area of the unknown readings, and continue scanning::

CTO_Crazi says:
::alarms begin to sound::  CO: Ma’am!  The sub-space distortions are getting stronger, it could be a rift!

USS_Chance_Cdr_Michaels says:
%::Waits for her ships to be transported::

XOBishop says:
*Shipwide Comm*:All refugees follow the direction lights on the wall to the Refugee areas and keep beam in areas clear

USS_Star_XO_Dakota says:
%::keeps a close eye on sensors, things are definitely too quiet::

Host CO_Alar says:
Crazi: Stand by, Ensign.

CMOTigs says:
CNS:: by all means go for it and Counselor thank you::

Sabre_Wing_CO_Gilston says:
@ <CSO> ::Swerves:: CO: Sir, the readings are building, I think we have incoming!

XOBishop says:
*CO*:1500 so far

SO_Trelan says:
<EO> CEO: Aye.

CTO_Crazi says:
::prepares to raise shields at a second's notice::

USS_Bold_LtCmdr_Smith says:
%::one of his ship shows life support failure in 1 min::

Sabre_Wing_CO_Gilston says:
@ ::Stands:: COM: Vesuvius: I assume that you're receiving the same readings as we are, I'm moving in the rest of the force on your command.

Host CO_Alar says:
*Bishop* We have incoming hostiles, and our shields are down. You've got to go faster.

Host CO_Alar says:
COM:Gilson: Do it.

USS_Chance_Cdr_Michaels says:
%::Surveys her crew::

USSPolaris_CSOWindsong says:
%COM: Star:  Commander, I am picking up some odd readings

USS_Bold_LtCmdr_Smith says:
%COM: ALL: We need to get moving and fast!

USSTaurus_CmdrBates says:
%::Checks his sensor readings and hails the Star, his voice quivering:: COM: Star: Commander, I'm reading a subspace rift on sensors... can you confirm?

Sabre_Wing_CO_Gilston says:
@ COM: Vesuvius: If the Bellicose show up, we'll try to give you time to get everyone onboard, and then be prepared for a fast escape. We're moving in now.

XOBishop says:
*CO*:We're taxing the transporters as fast as they can go, much more and we could have a system crash which would be very messy for those en route

MEDXenobia says:
*CMO*:have one that needs immediate surgery...severe abdominal injuries, not conscience

CSOLorenzo says:
CO:Once that rift forms...communication will be impaired...should we send a message to Starfleet now...while we can?

CNS_Jalara says:
::Walks to lift::  TL:  Transporter room #.

USS_Star_XO_Dakota says:
%::starts to receive odd readings as well::COM:Polaris: I see it as well::sighs::

Sabre_Wing_CO_Gilston says:
@ COM: Rest of Task Force: All right, go to Red Alert, and move in on the apparent rift which may be opening.

Sabre_Wing_CO_Gilston says:
@ FCO: Move us in. CTO: Red Alert.

USS_Chance_Cdr_Michaels says:
%<SO> CDR: Sir we are picking up a subspace rift.

CNS_Jalara says:
::Steps off lift:: Xenobia:  Are you in charge here?

Sabre_Wing_CO_Gilston says:
@ <FCO & CTO> ::Do as ordered::

CMOTigs says:
*MO*:: Beam the patient down MO::

USS_Chance_Cdr_Michaels says:
%::Walks over to Sci to look at the rift::

Sabre_Wing_CO_Gilston says:
@ <6 Sabre Vessels> ::Move in on the subspace distortions::

Host CO_Alar says:
COM: All convoy ships: This is Captain Alar. I need you to reroute all energy to your transporters in an effort to get your people out. I know it's going to be tight, but we have to move. Alar out.

XOBishop says:
*CO*:we now have nearly half the survivors aboard

MEDXenobia says:
CNS:yes...stand bye

SO_Trelan says:
:: walks through ME and sees a lose conduit :: ENS: Secure that conduit! Now!

CTO_Crazi says:
::dispatches every sec team onboard to secure the ship::

OPS_Joat says:
::Remembers reading the Intel reports from the USS Scimitar, something about changing the phaser harmonics::

USSPolaris_CSOWindsong says:
%COM:Star:  Three of my ships are clear... two to go.

USSTaurus_CmdrBates says:
%::Sighs and begins rerouting power::

MEDXenobia says:
*Transporter room*: one to beam directly to sickbay

Host CO_Alar says:
Crazi: Report.

USS_Star_XO_Dakota says:
%::reroutes all energy he can to transporters::

USS_Chance_Cdr_Michaels says:
%Ops:  Get the extra power to transporters pronto!

USS_Bold_LtCmdr_Smith says:
%COM: V: Acknowledged.

CTO_Crazi says:
CO: I'd like to set the phasers and shields to rotating frequencies, in case Bellicose do show up

SO_Trelan says:
:: not sure if he is being commanding enough to run ME ::

Host CO_Alar says:
*Bishop* Here's hoping you get a little help.

USSTaurus_CmdrBates says:
%COM: Vesuvius: Doing so now, Captain.

USS_Chance_Cdr_Michaels says:
%COM: V: We're doing all we can.

XOBishop says:
::espies a young girl who has fallen on the floor with no one attempting to help her up::

CMOTigs says:
:: a young female materializes in sickbay, bleeding heavily and not responsive::

Host CO_Alar says:
Crazi: Yes, but not until we have the survivors.

USSPolaris_CSOWindsong says:
%OPS:  get that other ship emptied... we have a chance... they do not.

Sabre_Wing_CO_Gilston says:
@ <6 Sabers> ::Go to Red Alert, powering up all weapons, preparing for battle::

MEDXenobia says:
CNS Jolara: If you could please get the non-wounded out of here or in one area would be big help

USS_Bold_LtCmdr_Smith says:
%::reroutes and makes all possible power to transporters::

CTO_Crazi says:
CO: the distortions are growing stronger, but no definite rift...yet!

Host CO_Alar says:
COM: Gilson: Report, Commander.

CNS_Jalara says:
Xenobia:  Acknowledged.

CSOLorenzo says:
CO:My readings are stronger...but no opening yet

OPS_Joat says:
CTO: Did you read the Scimitar's Intel report, in changing phaser harmonics.  I seem to recall that the had some success.

USS_Star_XO_Dakota says:
%COM: V: Acknowledged Vesuvius.

CMOTigs says:
Computer:: Level 1 diagnostic scan, Biobed 2::

XOBishop says:
::clears a path and puts the little girl on his shoulder and begins carrying her to the cargo bay

CNS_Jalara says:
Survivors:  ATTENTION!  ALL SURVIVORS!  Please follow me out of here.

CTO_Crazi says:
::sets phaser to rotate every other shot, puts in same commands for shields as soon as they are raised they will take effect::

USS_Chance_Cdr_Michaels says:
%Blake and Tomas:  I want you in the transporter room getting these people off!

Sabre_Wing_CO_Gilston says:
@ COM: Vesuvius: I've moved in the entire force, we're all at Red Alert, and prepared for battle. There is no apparent change in the emissions... yet.

OPS_Joat says:
CTO: Have to link them to the Impulse engines.

USSTaurus_CmdrBates says:
%::Turns and watches his crew dematerialize, one after the other::

MEDXenobia says:
::as CNSJolara brings order to SB3, tends to the wounded::

CTO_Crazi says:
CO: my Security teams are reporting alarming stories!

USS_Star_XO_Dakota says:
%::sees the readings getting stronger, nothing he can do::

CMOTigs says:
COMPUTER> Scan complete, processing::

Host CO_Alar says:
Crazi: Such as?

USS_Chance_Cdr_Michaels says:
%::Paces on the bridge::

CNS_Jalara says:
*CO*:  Captain, where do I take the non-wounded survivors??

CSOLorenzo says:
::tries to calibrate sensors for the subspace distortions::

CMOTigs says:
Computer :: Place the patient in  medical stasis pending results::

USSTaurus_CmdrBates says:
%::Wipes the sweat off his brow::

USS_Bold_LtCmdr_Smith says:
<Survivor_Leader> CNS: Where are we suppose to go? It's getting tight here!!!

XOBishop says:
::gets to the cargo bay and hands the girl off to one of the crewmen::

Host CO_Alar says:
Jolara: Take them to the lounge. We'll use that as storage space for now.

Host Jim says:
A RIFT OPENS AND A GIGANTIC BELLICOSE CRUISER EMERGES  AT A FAR DISTANCE FROM THE VESUVIUS AND THE SHIPS AROUND HER

CMOTigs says:
COMPUTER> Acknowledged.::

MEDXenobia says:
*CMO*:can you handle one more?  male, massive head injuries, unresponsive

USS_Chance_Cdr_Michaels says:
%OPS:  What ever power isn't to the transporters, get it ready for the shields.

CNS_Jalara says:
*CO*:  Acknowledged.

USSPolaris_CSOWindsong says:
%::taps her finger on the console::

CNS_Jalara says:
Smith:  Follow me.

Sabre_Wing_CO_Gilston says:
@ ::Looks up:: COM: Vesuvius: Prepare to move out, we've got incoming!

CTO_Crazi says:
CO: the survivors are telling tales of heavily armored ships coming out of a rift, and a larger ship, bigger then Galaxy class, they say it destroyed the station in a few volleys

Host CO_Alar says:
COM: All Convoy ships: Status!

USS_Star_XO_Dakota says:
%::sees the rift open and the ship emerge, and closes his eyes::

CSOLorenzo says:
CO: The rift has opened and a Bellicose cruiser has come out

USSPolaris_CSOWindsong says:
%COM: Star:  Commander... we are in trouble.

Sabre_Wing_CO_Gilston says:
@ <6 Sabre Vessels> ::Move in on the Bellicose vessels::

USSTaurus_CmdrBates says:
%::Looks at sensor readings, horrified:: Self: No... not again...

CTO_Crazi says:
CO: THE BELLICOSE!

CMOTigs says:
* MO*:: Aye beam him down::

Host CO_Alar says:
Helm: Plot an escape course, and be ready to engage at warp 9 on my mark.

USS_Chance_Cdr_Michaels says:
%COM:V: We've got about half our people out.

CNS_Jalara says:
::Senses panic among the bridge crew::

MEDXenobia says:
::finds young woman with badly bruised arm. gives hypo for pan::

XOBishop says:
*Shipwide*:All federation crew people, please keep transport areas clear and help any injuries or those in serious need immediately

Sabre_Wing_CO_Gilston says:
@ ::Looks around at his crew, perhaps for the last time, and sits down in the command chair:: ALL: Let's go. Prepare for battle.

Host CO_Alar says:
*Bishop* I need a status report!

MEDXenobia says:
*Transporter Room*:one to beam directly to sickbay

CNS_Jalara says:
::Leads survivors to crew lounge::

USSPolaris_CSOWindsong says:
%*CTO*:  I hope you got those engines ready.

Sabre_Wing_CO_Gilston says:
@ COM: Task Force: On my mark, lock weapons on the Bellicose vessels... and open fire.

CSOLorenzo says:
::begins to scan the Bellicose ship::

Host Jim says:
THE BELLICOSE CRUISER OFFLOADS 4  FIGHTERS THE STREAK INWARDS

CTO_Crazi says:
CO: I suggest separating the ship-then we could keep transporting the survivors as well as help protect the ship!

Host CO_Alar says:
<Ens. Mole> Aye, ma'am. Course plotted and laid in.

USS_Bold_LtCmdr_Smith says:
%COM: V: I have 3 ships evacuated and Thanks! One more to go...I think mine can make it...I got warp 5 max.

USSPolaris_CSOWindsong says:
%OPS:  Red alert...

USSTaurus_CmdrBates says:
%COM: Vesuvius: All personnel in my group have been evacuated, save those aboard my ship, Captain.

USS_Star_XO_Dakota says:
%COM: V: About 50% left Vesuvius.

Host CO_Alar says:
Crazi: Absolutely not.

CMOTigs says:
::prepares the young woman for surgery and hands off care to the surgical staff::

CNS_Jalara says:
Survivors:  EVERYONE PLEASE SIT DOWN AND BRACE FOR IMPACT!

XOBishop says:
*CO*:we have over 3500 board

Sabre_Wing_CO_Gilston says:
@ <CTO> ALL: 4 inbound!

MEDXenobia says:
::most the of wounded have surface wounds.  Hyposprays administered for the pain::

Sabre_Wing_CO_Gilston says:
@ COM: Task Force: Take those fighters down, now!

USSPolaris_CSOWindsong says:
%FCO:  prepare for some fancy flying.  I want the Star protected as we can.

Host CO_Alar says:
COM: Taurus: How is your ship?

CSOLorenzo says:
CO:there are 4 fighters

Sabre_Wing_CO_Gilston says:
@ <6 Sabers> ::Move in on the 4 fighters, and open fire with a barrage of torpedoes::

CMOTigs says:
:: a young male with massive cranial injuries materializes in sick bay::

Host Jim says:
THE SABRES QUICKLY ENGAGE IN COMBAT

OPS_Joat says:
::Sees that all backup generators are up and running::

USS_Chance_Cdr_Michaels says:
%Ops:  On screen.

USS_Star_XO_Dakota says:
%::sees the battle starting::

USS_Chance_Cdr_Michaels says:
%::Watches as the Bellicose near::

XOBishop says:
::nearly falls over when a frightened man tries to bowl him over::

USS_Bold_LtCmdr_Smith says:
%::raises shields and breaks formation to escape the attacks trying to cover the defenseless cargoes::

CMOTigs says:
Computer:: Level one diagnostic scans, now please::

USSPolaris_CSOWindsong says:
%CTO:  use weapons sparingly... not that they seem to do much good ::frowns::

Host CO_Alar says:
Crazi: On screen.

MEDXenobia says:
*CMO*:have three with broken bones, most have surface wounds that are not life threatening.

Sabre_Wing_CO_Gilston says:
@ ::Coordinating with the other vessels, as they maneuver around the fighters, opening fire continuously::

USSTaurus_CmdrBates says:
%COM: Vesuvius: Badly damaged, Captain... we're capable of Warp 3.5 at the moment.  Life support is running low.

CTO_Crazi says:
::activates view screen::

USS_Star_XO_Dakota says:
%::raises shields with what little power is left::

Host CO_Alar says:
COM: Taurus: Then abandon your ship and get over here.

CMOTigs says:
COMPUTER> unable to comply specify bio bed.

Sabre_Wing_CO_Gilston says:
@ <Sabre 2 & 3> ::Come in front of the fighters, and open fire with a barrage of phasers, and then open fire with torpedoes as they fly under them::

USS_Chance_Cdr_Michaels says:
%OPS: Raise shields.

USS_Bold_LtCmdr_Smith says:
%COM: V: One of my ships was destroyed. 500 casualties.

CMOTigs says:
:: grumbles loudly::

CSOLorenzo says:
CO:Sabers have engaged with fighters

Sabre_Wing_CO_Gilston says:
@ COM: Vesuvius: We've engaged the Bellicose. Have you gotten all the refugees?

CMOTigs says:
* MO*:: acknowledged::

Host CO_Alar says:
*Bishop* Report!

CTO_Crazi says:
CO: perhaps we should open a channel to the vessel, or try telepathic communication ::throwing out ideas::

XOBishop says:
::tries to run against a wave of people back to the transporter room

Host CO_Alar says:
COM: Gilson: I'm getting a report now.

Host CO_Alar says:
COM: Gilson: Stand by.

USSPolaris_CSOWindsong says:
%COM:Star:  we will protect you to the best of our abilities... any specific orders?

CNS_Jalara says:
::Leaves the lounge and heads for the bridge::

SO_Trelan says:
:: checks his database to see what is happening on the bridge ::

USSTaurus_CmdrBates says:
%COM: Vesuvius: The crew are being evacuated.  Five hundred remaining...

CMOTigs says:
Computer;; Level 1 Diagnostic scans bio bed 7::

CTO_Crazi says:
::is extremely annoyed at inability to raise shields::

XOBishop says:
*CO*:Close to 4000 we should be done in a couple minutes

Host CO_Alar says:
*Bishops* The Bellicose are here. We are out of time.

CTO_Crazi says:
CSO: can you give an detail on the weaknesses of the vessels?

Host Jim says:
THE TORPEDOS HAVE LITTLE EFFECT ON THE FIGHTERS, WHO THEY SEAR OUR WITH WHITE HOT FLAME AND THE SABRES THEY TOUCH TURN INTO MASSIVE FIREBALLS

USS_Chance_Cdr_Michaels says:
%COM:Vesuvius: You have 4 of our 5 ships aboard.  The last one is the Chance itself.

USS_Star_XO_Dakota says:
%COM: Vesuvius: Vesuvius the Star reports all transported, I have minimum warp, I'll stay and cover your exit.

CNS_Jalara says:
::Turns and heads back to the lounge::

CMOTigs says:
COMPUTER> Scan complete. WARNING Neural collapse eminent>::

Sabre_Wing_CO_Gilston says:
@ <Sabre 2 & 3> ::Explode, their remains flying everywhere, the entire crew lost::

Host CO_Alar says:
COM: Chance: Then start moving your people.

Host CO_Alar says:
Crazi: We have to get those people.

CTO_Crazi says:
CSO: could we launch a class three probe and attempt to gain closer detailed scans?

SO_Trelan says:
:: notices the command to engage warp power has been entered, but not engaged ::

Sabre_Wing_CO_Gilston says:
@ ::Closes his eyes as he sees two vessels lost, orders the remaining vessels to come in on a V formation:: ALL: We have to give the Vesuvius time.

USSTaurus_CmdrBates says:
%::Tries not to think about his friends that died in the Attack::

CMOTigs says:
Computer:: Emergency life support now please biobed 7 and isolate cranial injuries::

CSOLorenzo says:
::Tries to study the fighters shields.....to find a way past them::

USSPolaris_CSOWindsong says:
%::listens to her commander::  COM: Star:  but sir... we will not abandon you.

USS_Chance_Cdr_Michaels says:
COM: V: We are as quickly as possible.

CTO_Crazi says:
CO: at what point should I raise the shields, if we can't get all the people in time

CNS_Jalara says:
::Moves throughout the lounge helping to calm the survivors::

XOBishop says:
::Arrives at the transporter room to see that only 4 more loads await transport

Sabre_Wing_CO_Gilston says:
@ <4 Sabre Vessels> ::Move in on the Bellicose fighters, continuing with phaser fire on modulation frequencies that the Scimitar used::

USS_Star_XO_Dakota says:
%::goes to TAC console, says a prayer of death from his ancestors ,and engages::

Host CO_Alar says:
Crazi: We're going to wait until the very last moment.

Host Jim says:
THE BELLICOSE FIGHTERS FIRE ON THE LAST OF THE SABRES AND THEY ARE NOW ALSO GONE, GUTTERING IN SPACE

USSTaurus_CmdrBates says:
%COM: Star: Sir... what are your orders?  The crew is nearly evacuated.

SO_Trelan says:
EO: Watch the warp systems, we may need them sooner than expected.

USS_Chance_Cdr_Michaels says:
%::Taps combadge:: How are we doing.  Get these people off.  We don't have much time left.

CSOLorenzo says:
CO:Permission to launch a class V probe

USS_Star_XO_Dakota says:
%COM: Polaris: Polaris get out of there that is an order.

Host CO_Alar says:
Lorenzo: Denied. We've just run out of cover.

CMOTigs says:
COMPUTER> Lesser Medial sagittal artery is ecchmotic::

MEDXenobia says:
::has lined all survivors in orderly manner and begins scanning each to make sure none have hidden injuries::

Host Jim says:
THE FIGHTERS STREAK TOWARDS THE VESUVIUS

Sabre_Wing_CO_Gilston says:
@ ::Watches as the remaining Saber’s are destroyed:: COM: Vesuvius: Alar, get the refugees out of here, we're losing ships all over the place! Get out of he-- ::Comm. falls to static as his ship is destroyed, and he and the rest of the crew die::

CTO_Crazi says:
OPS: get structural integrity field to max. ::activates forcefields in abandoned areas, as a precaution::

USS_Star_XO_Dakota says:
%::starts shooting at the fighters::

Host CO_Alar says:
COM: All convoy ships: We have to leave now.

XOBishop says:
::sees the final load beam aboard::CO:Thats it Captain we're loaded

CTO_Crazi says:
CO: they're headed for us!

USS_Bold_LtCmdr_Smith says:
%COM: V: get my crew and survivors off my ship and let me ram one of them. Smith out.

USSPolaris_CSOWindsong says:
%COM: Polaris:  we will... as need be.  Can you not rig that ship so you can command her from her?  We could beam you aboard then.

CSOLorenzo says:
CTO:we'll have to depend on our faulty sensors ...sorry

CTO_Crazi says:
CO: shields?

USS_Star_XO_Dakota says:
%COM:Vesuvius: Get out of here now!!

USSTaurus_CmdrBates says:
%::Sees the last of his crew beam away::

USS_Chance_Cdr_Michaels says:
%::Begins herding the last of the people to the transporter room::

USSPolaris_CSOWindsong says:
%::taps her fingers impatiently... four ships down, one to go::

USS_Chance_Cdr_Michaels says:
%COM: V:  You almost have us all.  Just a few more.

Host Jim says:
THE  BELLICOSE START RENDING THROUGH THE PROTECTIVE COVER OF THE INTERVIENING CARGO SHIPS ATTEMPTING TO MAKE THEIR WAY TO THE VESUVIUS

CMOTigs says:
:: picks up a laser scalpel and begins emergency surgery, Computer, maintain sterile file and anesthesia please::

SO_Trelan says:
:: walks over to where the EO is and looks over his shoulder ::

Host CO_Alar says:
::takes a deep breath:: COM: All convoy ships: 60 seconds, and then we must go.

OPS_Joat says:
::Prepares Comm probe to be launched to SFH, just in case::

USSTaurus_CmdrBates says:
%::Raises the shields as soon as the last civilian leaves::

CTO_Crazi says:
::awaits CO's command for shields::

CNS_Jalara says:
Survivors:  Everyone try to grab onto something sturdy.

USS_Chance_Cdr_Michaels says:
%OPS:  All available power to transporters NOW!!

CSOLorenzo says:
::has SCI LABS 1-4 studying the scans of the fighters shields::

USS_Star_XO_Dakota says:
%COM: Polaris: I can't this ship is about done for I'll cover you all

CTO_Crazi says:
*SB*: prepare for more casualties!

USSPolaris_CSOWindsong says:
%COM: Vesuvius:  You have four of my ships now.  Only the Polaris remains.

XOBishop says:
::gets back to Cargobay 1 to head things up::

USS_Chance_Cdr_Michaels says:
%::Picks up a child on her way to the transporter room:: Child: Come on.  We'll get you off.

CTO_Crazi says:
CO: the enemy vessels will have us in range in 20 sec.

USS_Bold_LtCmdr_Smith says:
%COM: V: I'll buy you some time. Tell my family I love them. ::transfers logs and ship data::

USS_Star_XO_Dakota says:
%::tries to hold off the fighters::

CMOTigs says:
:: repairs the severed cranial artery and scans for anymore cranial bleeding fixing the small bleeders as she goes;; Computer:: patient condition display now::

MEDXenobia says:
*CTO_Crazi*:beam all causalities to shuttle bay 3

Host CO_Alar says:
*Bishop* Keep going!

USSPolaris_CSOWindsong says:
%COM:  Star:  Commander... remember.... good luck.

Host CO_Alar says:
COM: Bold: Acknowledged.

USS_Chance_Cdr_Michaels says:
%::Hands the child to one of the crew about to transport::

CTO_Crazi says:
CO: 10 seconds ma’am-we need shields!

CMOTigs says:
COMPUTER> Warning Neural collapse is imminent::

XOBishop says:
*CO*:I'm going as fast as the infernal machine will allow before it burns itself out!

CTO_Crazi says:
::prepares to fire all weapons::

USS_Chance_Cdr_Michaels says:
%::Steps onto the transporter pad for transport::

Host CO_Alar says:
Crazi: On my mark.

USS_Star_XO_Dakota says:
%COM: Polaris: Live long and prosper Windsong.::close com::

CNS_Jalara says:
::Feels all the tension on the bridge::

Host CO_Alar says:
Crazi: NOW!

Host CO_Alar says:
Helm: Engage.

USSPolaris_CSOWindsong says:
%::nods to the Tom::  Excellent fancy flying, think you can keep up with the Vesuvius?

USS_Chance_Cdr_Michaels says:
%COM:V: You have us all.

CNS_Jalara says:
Survivors:  EVERYONE HOLD ON!!

XOBishop says:
*TC*:You have no more time, get who you can out NOW!

CTO_Crazi says:
::raises MAX. shields::

USS_Bold_LtCmdr_Smith says:
%::prepares a collision course for the lead Bellicose ship:: SEL: Die you inconsiderates!!!!

Host CO_Alar says:
COM: All convoy ships: I'm sorry.

CTO_Crazi says:
CO: ready to fire on your command ::increases power to shields around warp nacelles::

USSPolaris_CSOWindsong says:
%::tears come to her eyes at his words as she sends him a swift thought::

CSOLorenzo says:
::Continues her scans of the Bellicose vessel::

Host Jim says:
THE BOLD BLOWS UP WITHOUT PAUSE OR HINDERANCE

Host CO_Alar says:
<Mole> ::engages escape course at warp 9::

USS_Star_XO_Dakota says:
%Self:Perhaps today is a good day to die::sets to ram alien ship::

CTO_Crazi says:
*ME*: keep shields up-especially around the warp nacelles!

Host CO_Alar says:
Crazi: I'm more concerned with getting these people out.

CSOLorenzo says:
::holds on to console::

USSPolaris_CSOWindsong says:
%::Polaris warps out at their maximum speed::

USSTaurus_CmdrBates says:
%::Takes position between the Vesuvius and the lead Bellicose vessel:: COM: Vesuvius: I can give you a few more minutes, Captain.  Good luck.

USS_Star_XO_Dakota says:
COM:V: Take care Vesuvius, and thank you .

USS_Star_XO_Dakota says:
<%>

Host Jim says:
THE BELLICOSE FIGHTERS STRIVE TO FIRE ON THE VESUVIUS BUT THEIR FIRE IS INEFFECTUAL AT THAT RANGE

CMOTigs says:
:: finishes the delicate surgery and closes with a laser seal, places a cortical stimulator on the patient and places the patient in stasis. pending further examination, and hands him off to the recovery room staff for observation::

SO_Trelan says:
*CTO*: Aye!

CNS_Jalara says:
::Watches out of a viewport with tears welling up in her eyes::

Host CO_Alar says:
::bites her lip, and composes herself as the ship jumps into warp::

CSOLorenzo says:
::wonders if FCO mapped out a good escape route::

USS_Bold_LtCmdr_Smith says:
%COM: V: Leave get out of here! Self: :Seeing the collision:: AHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH For the love of..........::disintegrates::

SO_Trelan says:
:: checks shield status ::

XOBishop says:
*Shipwide*:All able bodied cargo ship crews are asked to aid in whatever way you can

CTO_Crazi says:
::keeps a close eye on sensors::

Host CO_Alar says:
*Trelan* Report. What is the status of the engines?

Host Jim says:
THEY STREAK AFTER THE VESUVIUS IN PURSUIT OF THAT VESSEL BUT SLOWLY FALL ASTERN

CMOTigs says:
**CO*:: Two major casualties in sickbay have been treated and are in stable condition Sir::

USS_Star_XO_Dakota says:
%::sees the ship ready to ram the alien ship, closes his eyes and prepares to join his ancestors in the spirit world::

Host CO_Alar says:
*Tigs* Good job, doctor.

SO_Trelan says:
*CTO*: Shields at maximum around nacelles.

SO_Trelan says:
*CO*: Engines at full and ready to engage.

CTO_Crazi says:
CO: I might suggest laying down a pattern of mines-to slow down, or possibly destroy the enemy ships!

OPS_Joat says:
::Notes slight power dip as "guests" all use the replicators::

CMOTigs says:
*MED*::Report please, anymore serious injured up there::

Host Jim says:
THE USS POLARIS DIVERTS TO THE SIDE AND THE FIGHTERS IGNORE IT

USSPolaris_CSOWindsong says:
%::keeps her mind on nothing but keeping this ship going::

Host CO_Alar says:
Crazi: Our priority is the survivors, and nothing else.

USSTaurus_CmdrBates says:
%::Tries to evade the fire from the Bellicose fighters::

XOBishop says:
*Shipwide*:All other refugees report to the records officer in Cargobay two as soon as possible

SO_Trelan says:
EO: Warp field status?

CNS_Jalara says:
Survivors in Lounge:: Everyone line up behind me in an orderly fashion.

Host CO_Alar says:
*Bishop* What was the final count?

USSTaurus_CmdrBates says:
%::Vainly fires what little phasers and torpedoes he has left::

Host Jim says:
THE FIGHTERS SLOW DOWN AND BEGIN A RETURN ALONG THER REVERSE TRACK

MEDXenobia says:
*CMO*:No sir, have handled all the surface wounds...scanning all in SB3 just in case there are unforeseen injuries...so far, no further casualties

CNS_Jalara says:
::Leads survivors to Cargobay 2::

CSOLorenzo says:
CO:fighters have slowed their pursuit

CTO_Crazi says:
CSO: keep an eye out for rifts-they may try to come out ahead of us

USSPolaris_CSOWindsong says:
%::notes the fighters ignoring her, wondering if they might have a chance after all::

SO_Trelan says:
<EO> Warp field holding and stable, sir.

CSOLorenzo says:
CTO:Right

XOBishop says:
*CMO*:have a list of casualties and fatalities drawn up and update as necessary on the half an hour

CMOTigs says:
*MED*:: Very good, and Xenobia great Job Ensign::

Host CO_Alar says:
::finally releases the breath that she feels she's been holding for hours now.::

CTO_Crazi says:
*SEC*: lead all refugees to the designated areas

MEDXenobia says:
*CMO*:thank you Tigs

SO_Trelan says:
<EO> Sir, Warp core is showing signs of overheating!

CMOTigs says:
*XO* :: Aye Sir::

CSOLorenzo says:
::continues to monitor for new subspace distortions::

XOBishop says:
*CO*:We have approximately 4376 refugees on board

Survivor_Leader says:
CNS: Need assistance? I'm well versed in medical procedures.

SO_Trelan says:
EO: What! :: runs to console ::

Host CO_Alar says:
*Bishop* Thank you, Commander.

CNS_Jalara says:
Survivor_Leader:  I'm not really sure for right now.  Wait until we get to CB 2.

CSOLorenzo says:
CO:I am reading a disturbance on our port side

CNS_Jalara says:
::Enters the bay::  XO:  Counselor Jolara reporting with the survivors from the crew lounge.

Survivor_Leader says:
::nods and follows the CNS::

CTO_Crazi says:
*SO*: what's the status of the warp core?  ::hopes it holds::

Host CO_Alar says:
Lorenzo: The Bellicose?

CSOLorenzo says:
CO:not close but...still there

USSPolaris_CSOWindsong says:
%::looks at OPS and shakes her head::  OPS:  No, maintain communication silence.

SO_Trelan says:
*CTO*: Stand by....

CSOLorenzo says:
::compares readings::

CTO_Crazi says:
::is busy routing sec teams and keeping an eyes on tactical systems::

CSOLorenzo says:
CO:There is every indication of such Captain

CTO_Crazi says:
::becomes worried at SO's statement::

SO_Trelan says:
:: rechecks warp engine systems ::

Host CO_Alar says:
::mutters:: And we have no more cover.

CSOLorenzo says:
CO:My sensors are still fuzzy...but its a definite faint reading

Host CO_Alar says:
*Trelan*: I need warp 9.9, Ensign.

XOBishop says:
CNS:Please do what you can to help the survivors find their families

SO_Trelan says:
*CTO*: Warp engines are showing signs of overheating. Checking into the problem now.

CNS_Jalara says:
XO:  Yes sir.

CTO_Crazi says:
CO: I'm concerned about the warp core-I asked the SO of its status and he sounded frantic and worried-we may be pushing our engines too far

SO_Trelan says:
*CO*: We're working on it sir.

CTO_Crazi says:
*SO*: that's not good ensign, we need those engines

Host CO_Alar says:
Crazi: This is a Galaxy class ship- this shouldn't be an issue.

Host CO_Alar says:
::goes to the engineering console on the bridge and starts running checks herself.

CNS_Jalara says:
Survivor Leader:  I could use your help now.  Try to help the survivors find their families.

SO_Trelan says:
EO: Punch up engine commands and run a trace.

OPS_Joat says:
Cns: Here, ::hands a PADD:: this is the list of refugees recorded so far.

Survivor_Leader says:
CNS: I feel so helpless. Our Starbase was reduced to grumble and we couldn't do anything but flee...hundreds died.

CTO_Crazi says:
::face drops:: CO: then I wonder why the SO just told me the engines are showing signs of overheating

SO_Trelan says:
:: runs his hands across the console trying to find the problem ::

CMOTigs says:
*CO*:: There are 3 with compound fractures, 108 with minor injuries that have been cared for in the shuttle bay and the two majors in Sickbay that are in stable condition::

Survivor_Leader says:
CNS: I will. ::smiles even if the situation is tense::

CSOLorenzo says:
::Continues monitoring the subspace reading::

XOBishop says:
Computer: Begin posting survivor lists as the records officer updates the file

CNS_Jalara says:
Leader:  After this is over, we can talk some more.

SO_Trelan says:
EO: It's a bad hose in the core. Come on.

CMOTigs says:
*XO*:: The MO is still scanning for injuries as we speak sir the count is not complete::

SO_Trelan says:
:: Pulls the cover of a jeffries tube ::

Survivor_Leader says:
CNS: I think a few hundred will need counseling.

Host CO_Alar says:
*Tigs* Thank you, doctor. How is the treatment going?

Survivor_Leader says:
::starts attending to co-survivors::

CNS_Jalara says:
::Smiles softly::  Leader:  I think you may be right about that.

CTO_Crazi says:
::brings up a smaller panel showing the warp core status, hopes the SO keeps us going::

XOBishop says:
*CMO*:Understood, Just get it done ASAP

CNS_Jalara says:
::Gets lost in the crows helping the survivors::

Survivor_Leader says:
::loses sight of the CNS::

CMOTigs says:
*CO* I think our MO is doing a great triage up there they are well organized and getting the wounded taken care of .::

Host CO_Alar says:
::grimaces:: Crazi: We've got a breakdown in the engines...faulty part. We're going to drop to warp 6 long enough for them to repair us....expect company.

SO_Trelan says:
*CO*: Sir, we have a bad hose running into the core. Recommend we drop to warp 6 so we can repair it.

Survivor_Leader says:
::hears the crying and suffering and the loudness everyone is making around him::

Host CO_Alar says:
*CMO* Thank you. Alar out.

CSOLorenzo says:
CO:My readings are fading Captain

CTO_Crazi says:
::loses all expression::  CO: aye ma’am

Host CO_Alar says:
*Trelan* Dropping to warp 6 now.

CNS_Jalara says:
::Becomes dizzy as the emotions of the survivors overwhelm her::

CTO_Crazi says:
*SEC*: re-take posts

Host CO_Alar says:
Helm: Maintain course, but drop us to warp 6.

MEDXenobia says:
*CMO*:I've completed the scan in SB3...final report 3 broken bones, 226 bumps/bruises, 43 superficial laser burns, 37 superficial cuts

SO_Trelan says:
*CO*: Aye. we're on it.

Host CO_Alar says:
*Trelan* Estimated time on repair?

SO_Trelan says:
EO: Let's move.

CNS_Jalara says:
::Steadies herself and searches for the XO::

CTO_Crazi says:
::watches from upcoming Bellicose vessels::

CMOTigs says:
*MO*:: Acknowledged please report to the XO::

CNS_Jalara says:
XO:  Are you doing alright, sir?

MEDXenobia says:
*CMO*::Acknowledged. On my way

SO_Trelan says:
*CO*: No more than two to three minutes sir.

USSPolaris_CSOWindsong says:
%::sighs as her ship heads toward safety... she hopes.  And hopefully the others will remain safe.  Sits to watch the screen::

MEDXenobia says:
::leaves SB3 and starts towards the bridge::

DooleFCO says:
CO: I suggest that we reduce speed

Host CO_Alar says:
*Trelan*: Music to my ears. Alert me as soon as the repair is complete.

CSOLorenzo says:
::sensing such anxiety from so many directions...start to get a headache::

SO_Trelan says:
:: climbs in the tube and replaces the hose ::

CTO_Crazi says:
::scans for any class M planets::

CMOTigs says:
:: checks the two Patients in recovery,, and reviews their charts::

Host CO_Alar says:
Doole: I couldn't agree more. Now, please drop to warp 6.

SO_Trelan says:
*CO*: Aye, sir.

Survivor_Leader says:
::thinks about those who gave their lives and the ones left behind:: ALL: Please quiet down!!!

XOBishop says:
::helps a panicked woman find her husband::CNS:about as I good as I can be under the circumstances, Was that person you were speaking to a few minutes ago the leader of the survivors?

DooleFCO says:
CO: Acknowledged ::reduced speed to Warp 6::

SO_Trelan says:
EO: Get back out there and watch that core power. I'll take care of this.

MEDXenobia says:
::enters TL and directs it to the bridge::

SO_Trelan says:
<EO> CEO: Aye, sir.

CNS_Jalara says:
XO:  Yes, sir.

SO_Trelan says:
:: disconnects bad hose and reconnects the good one ::

Host CO_Alar says:
::drums her fingertips on the arm of her chair::

MEDXenobia says:
::stops the TL and redirects to sickbay::

CMOTigs says:
Computer:: record surgical report for male subject, operative report::

CSOLorenzo says:
::sensing someone’s great frustration::

XOBishop says:
CNS:have him report to me immediately and continue helping the survivors

Host CO_Alar says:
*Trelan* Report.

SO_Trelan says:
:: crawls back out of tube :: *CO*: Repaired and ready to go, sir.

CNS_Jalara says:
XO:  Yes sir.

MEDXenobia says:
*XO*:: Casualty report ready, sir

CNS_Jalara says:
::Moves into the crowd and searches for the Survivor Leader::

CMOTigs says:
COMPUTER> Acknowledged, report recorded #1 Male Subject,  encrypted::

Host CO_Alar says:
Doole: Take us to warp 9.9.

SO_Trelan says:
*CO*: Full warp at your command, captain.

MEDXenobia says:
::exits TL, heads towards sickbay::

DooleFCO says:
CO: Engaging Warp 9.9

Host Jim says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<END MISSION >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>



